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The Dog Room
The Dog Room combines minimalistic design with architectural build principles. The concept is
inspired by basic archetype of a house complete with pitched roof, and is a child’s typical line
drawn representation of a home. The Dog Room is made from custom aluminium frame and a series
of panels which is carefully detailed to create a distinctly clean appearance.

Made by Pen
Made by Pen (Pen) is an Australian-based design studio that creates original, architecturally
inspired-products through a unique collaborative process. Partnering with Australia’s most
passionate designers and architects Made by Pen’s vision is to continue to make Australian design
world-renowned. At Pen, we strive to produce pieces which are seamless, fluid and balanced in
design. We match innovation with creative flair and translate this to its simplest form, in order to
create unambiguous beautiful designed pieces. Our ambition to make the places we work, live and
play, more functional, beautiful and evolved.

Michael Ong
Michael Ong is an award-winning architect based in Melbourne. Having studied a Masters of
Architecture at The University of Melbourne, Michael has gone on to be the Founding Director of
his own design and architectural practice, Michael Ong Design Office (MODO). MODO endeavours
for their work to become the foundation of narratives to develop and grow within the spaces and
objects they design. Michael applied this same thinking when developing The Dog Room in order
to produce an engaging design that enhances one’s lifestyle and environment.

Dimensions

Component Materials

Small: Length: 548mm Width: 464mm Height: 542mm
Weight: 12.5kg

Marine Plywood with aluminium black frame (e-coat)

Medium : Length: 826mm Width: 702mm Height: 820mm
Weight: 25kg

Outdoor Use

Product Warranty

It is recommended the Dog Room is not placed directly in
harsh environments. Placement on verandahs, porch or
under an overhead shelter is recommended.

We offer 12-month standard warranty. However, at
Pen our intension is to buy once, buy well so we
would love you to contact us after the warranty period
has passed to correct any irregularities or if you would
like to update any parts.

A small amount of natural movement of the timber is
expected as it adapts to the conditions of your home, due
to variations in humidity and temperature.
Delivery & Timing Information

Social Enterprise

We are currently taking pre-orders. Please enquire at
hello@madebypen.com

The production of the Dog Room is through a social
enterprise production partner. You can feel good your
purchase is helping generate employment for those
with a disability. Pen is very honoured to partner with
such a capable, kind and caring workforce.
.

